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Foreword

Welcome to issue #5 of the town zine, our largest 
to date. This issue features a number of very fine 
articles, poems, introspective prose, scenic 
photography, as well as a small tabletop game. I 
hope you will enjoy reading the zine, possibly with 
some tasty pizza, a recipe for which is also 
included.

This issue also marks the launch of the new zine 
website on a new namespace provided by our ever-
gracious host ~vilmibm. Thanks! I would also like 
to thank my fellow editor ~lucidiot for the 
fantastic work on the zine website and migrating 
the archive. He also helps manage incoming works 
and respective licensing, while offering superbly 
unsound suggestions and insanity checks year 
round. 

Additional thanks to all our issue contributors — 
your delightful creativity and continued support 
keeps the zine going, literally and spiritually 
(pun intended). 

Tanasinn.

~mio
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一天直接翻译的早上 / a literally-translated morning

今早我醒来之后我下楼弄了咖啡。我其实弄了太多了，但是
我至少喝完了。我喝完之后我给我狗狗一碗狗粮。他把它
吃了比较快。平时他吃完以后他喜欢出门散步、玩。我希望
你喜欢读我特别奇怪的早上。

this morning i wake up after i downstairs make coffee. i actually make too much,

but i at least drink finish. i drink finish after i give i dog dog one bowl dog

food. he take it eat relatively fast. usually he eat finish after he like to go

out walk, play. i hope you like read i very weird morning.
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Godly Naive Gold
================

> poems for digital plants

  Thanks to ~curiouser for creating botany

I have a daily routine on tilde.town. I log in, 
check irc and my mail and bbj and feels. And I 
water my plants in botany.

At some point this winter, on a whim I started 
jotting down little love poems to my plants. It 
gave me something to do, to rhyme a few words 
and tweak a few lines every time I checked on 
my plants.

Godly Violet Seed-Bearing Columbine
-----------------------------------

if we combine
yours and mine
and do again               \   |   /
from time to time           | &|/ |& /
never shall i want          &\ |  / /
thirst                       \| \|&|
or pine                       &\/&/
                    .  , _ . ., &/ _ ., _ .
                      ^      '        `    '
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Godly White Seed-Bearing Aloe
-----------------------------

                          soothe my ache  
                          cool my burn
          \\    ||  ._    hold me close
       ..\ \\. //. //     steady firm
        \ \.\|v ||//           
          \\\ || //          suck the marrow
          '| \ / /           lend me life
  .  , _ . .\ |,/_ ., _ .    bleed the bone
    ^      '        `    '   subtle knife

                                        

Godly Orange Seed-Bearing Daffodil
----------------------------------

iron quill gripply tightened
steely gaze will enlightened
inspired feathered pushing trying
til now sated you've your fill

emitting past                     /|<
and gone uphill              >|\ /
next last splash                |/-|<
close the till                 \|
                           >|-| |/-|<
so fetch a bath               \ | | /-|<
drawing still                  \|/.|
let go a laugh      .  , _ . ., l,/_ ., _ .
my daffodil           ^      '        `    '
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Godly Electric Green Seed-Bearing Sage
--------------------------------------
your cunning esoteric mage
yearns to earn a living wage
spelling smudges burning sage

dull useless stupid rage

nary a bar make a cage
nor words upon the scholar's page
all the world's an empty stage

            `\'
             `\'  /`
         `| '\|/` /`
         `\|'\|/`|/`
         ,'\ \|/ |/`
  .  , _ .\|/,l-/`,., _ .
    ^      '        `    '

Godly Naive Gold Seed-Bearing Snapdragon
----------------------------------------

giner snap
maple tap                            +
little red wagon                     | ,
                                +  , |/
steeply spire                   '\  \| ,
friendly fire                   \|  ,|/ + ,
earthen mead flagon             \|/ \|  |/
snowy feet                  .  , _ . \, l,/_
sleepy wheat                  ^
lovely snapdragon
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Godly Gold Seed-Bearing Palm
----------------------------

I.
whisper palm flutter tree
back to the sun face to the breeze
squat down bend my knees
sit set settle ease
sand wants to bury toes like these
what should I say it comes easy to me

II.
pretty palm on my lawn
salve of my soul, soothing balm
when you're far, when you're gone
it's for you I pine I yearn I long
when you're here, nothing is wrong
my heart it sings a breezy song
for you my dear, my lovely palm

          _     _
         ',\ / / '-.
       /--\ \ / /^\
       |/ /\ ||/ \,|
       ` | /\=|\,| `
          ` |_|  `
            |_|
            |_|.
  .  , _ . .|__| _ ., _ .
    ^      '        `    '
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Godly Orange Seed-Bearing Columbine
-----------------------------------

if i could spend all my time
interspersed and all entwined
up and down the number line
raveled reveled golden twine
nothing yours and nothing mine
wrapped up in my columbine
wouldn't that be well and fine?

         \   |   /
          | &|/ |& /
          &\ |  / /
           \| \|&|
            &\/&/
  .  , _ . ., &/ _ ., _ .
    ^      '        `    '
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--- anatomy.. ---

Ͼ prologue

a     a.

    a

   a  a    when i 

play with myself i

yov vunderstand i   ʘ    ^-.

have dreams of         *=, 

life and deavth ri
ght?

giving never taking
  x   x  x    x   x 
 x            x       x                  ">.
faking never living

P,p,Pp,,,ppp,,p,,,p,p,,,p,,p,

Ͽ epilogue

 ෴ ÂÂ?Â2~ă~??

ÂÂ?Â2~ă~??ÂÂ?Â2~ă~??ÂÂ?Â2~ă~??ÂÂ?Â2~ă~??ÂÂ?Â2
~ă~???Â2~ă~??ÂÂ?Â2yYÂ?Â2~ă~??ÂÂ?Â2~ă~??ÂÂ?
Â2~ă~??ÂÂ?Â2~ă~??ÂÂ?Â2~ă~??ÂÂ?Â2~ă~??ÂÂ?Â2~ă~
?ÂÂ?Â?ÂÂ?Â2~ă~??ÂÂ?Â2~ă~?
?ÂÂ?Â2~ă~??ÂÂ?Â2~ă~??sshpă~??ÂÂ?Â2~ă~??Â?Â2~ă
~??ÂÂ?Â2~ă~??ÂÂ?Â2~ă~??ÂÂ?Â2~ă~??ÂÂ2~ă~??ÂÂ?Â
2~ă~??ÂÂ?Â2~ă~??
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,-./0153:;=>?@A

Adding suger 
.,^,.,d,.,^,.,^,.,^,.,^,.,^,.,^,.,v,.,
,.,|,., ' ''; ,^ ' ''.,; ,^ ' ''; ,^
.,^,.,d,.,, ,' , ' ''; ,^,.,^,., ';,''
, ,' , ' ''; , ' ''; ,^ ' ''; ,^
.,^,.,d,.,^, ,' , ' ''; ,,.,^,.,^,.,^,
.,^, ,' , ' ''; ,,.,^,.,v,.,
,.,|,.,., to your coffee ,' , ,' , ,' , 
^,.,d,.,^,., ,' , ' ''; ,,^,.,^,.,^,.,
^,.,^,.,v,.,
,.,|,., -------------- is -⊙8⊙*⊙

the⿴most �⿴�� Â¿Â????
Â¿Â????

bitter Â¿Â????
 (  ,,
    . ) act of 

š¥ðª all.
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using the Internet as a mortal

A little while back, I got into a discussion on the 
Internet, about how to hand over stuff once we die 
(note: I am not suicidal).

What stuff? Passwords, blog-posts, domain names and 
so on. If I am running an online community, I'd 
want someone else to take over my role and duties, 
in the event of my death.

Having done some brain-storming, a few guys decided 
to share passwords with others, through a password 
manager. So others can know the password if one 
dies.

I had an account with Google. And it turns out 
Google has a Inactive Account Manager, or some 
such.

I know Mastodon allows an account to become "In 
Memoriam". But as far as I can tell, there is no 
automatic way to tell your account to become "In 
Memoriam" when you die. (Someone else has to do 
that for you).
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Proposed reclassification of computer science as a field of geology
===================================================================

Introduction
------------

It has come to my attention, through a discussion with some inhabitants
in the city hall of the Town of Tildes, that Computer Science should be
reclassified as a field of applied geology.

In this essay, we will first demonstrate the existence of a relationship
between computer science and geology, then demonstrate a relation of
causality, discuss why computer science can be made a field of geology,
and finally show how making the link between geology and computer
science official can prove beneficial to the scientific community.

Computer Science Requires Geology
---------------------------------

The core part of all modern computers or microcontrollers is the
transistor, which relies on semiconductors. The most common
semiconductor material used in transistors is highly purified silicon.
15% of all the silicon production is transformed to reach the levels of
purity required for semiconductors, and most silicon is produced from
reducing quartzite or sand with highly pure coke. Quartzite is a type of
rock, sand is just crushed rocks, and coke comes from heating up coal or
oil without air. Both coal and oil are found in the ground and their
study belongs to geology.

Computers are also built using other metals, such as iron, copper or
gold, which are all obtained from digging the ground as Minecraft taught
us. Circuit boards are made of slices of copper and slices of an epoxy
resin; the most common material is FR-4, a mix of glass fiber and epoxy
resin. Glass fiber is made of glass, which is made of silicon. Epoxy
resins are of many types but almost all of them come from
petroleum-derived materials (plant-based materials are slowly coming in
but those are not going to get really far thanks to lobbies).

Computers are therefore made of rocks. Identifying those rocks is a
requirement to obtaining all the raw materials used to produce computer
parts, making geology a core requirement for Computer Science to exist.

Influence of Computer Science on Geology
----------------------------------------

Computational physics have benefited to large fields of physics,
including some that can affect geology, such as fluid dynamics or
solid-state physics.
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Computer-aided design (CAD) and automation in general have enabled the
development of industrial robots. CAD has increased the quality of
geological instruments, and robots have increased their quantity and
lowered their costs, enabling geologists to acquire measurements of
higher quality more easily.

Geographical information systems (GIS), computational topology,
satellite-based positioning systems such as the Global Positioning
System (GPS) have increased the accuracy of all measurements and enable
studying the Earth's crust at a much larger scale. The field of
geomodeling was born from the newly acquired data, using computer
science to model the Earth's crust.

Geomodeling contributes to geology at all scales: the studies of rock
mechanics, thermochronology, hydrogeology, crustal dynamics, mantle
convection, seismology, plate tectonics, the geo dynamo theory, etc.
have all showed advancements thanks to computer-based analysis.

Computer science heavily contributes to the study of other planets, in
particular by enabling continuous improvements in telescopes and
enabling the development of satellites and space exploration in general.
This in turn has contributed to research by planetary geologists.

Computer science has both directly and indirectly accelerated geological
research, sometimes causing entirely new fields of study to appear.
Applied geology, as well as the application of other interdisciplinary
fields in which geology is involved such as material science, in turn
allow computer hardware to develop and further help geology grow,
forming a virtuous cycle.

Consequences of Computer Science as a Field of Geology
------------------------------------------------------

When students think of working with computers, they mostly think of
writing code, which is a fraction of software engineering. It is only
after they enrolled in a software engineering course, in which they were
told they would learn to code, that they might have a small possibility
of learning about other fields with which a software engineer might
interact with. Since those courses are often labeled "Computer Science",
the field of software engineering alone is assumed to be computer
science, when it is only one of the multiple fields of applied computer
science.

This causes a common questioning in the software engineering industry of
the notion of computer science: is it a real science, when it is only an
engineering field?
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Making computer science a field of geology will likely cause a lot of
attention in the media, which through proper communication can be
focused on the significant difference between computer science and
software engineering.

Further, we believe that geologists not involved in interdisciplinary
fields involving computer science are computer users; they lack the
required knowledge, or the learned helplessness over the state of the
computer industry, to not see software engineers as evil beings, and
they simultaneously have the required knowledge to understand what
computer science truly is and distinguish it from software engineering.
Their insistence can help make a difference in software engineering
courses and reverse the trend of mislabeling computer science in the
software engineering industry.

This change can have a financial impact for universities and research
institutes, as merging computer science and geology departments,
facilities or organizations can reduce costs.

The reputation of geology, which can sometimes be seen as something
boring as it gets reduced to the mere study of some rocks, can be
enhanced by making it part of the digital revolution we are experiencing
these days.

The reputation of computers and computer science can also be improved
thanks to new puns: instead of "computer bad", "computer rocks". With
the ongoing trend of legalizing recreative uses of cannabis, this can
also encourage computer scientists and engineers to get stoned, leading
to an overall increase in happiness with the field.

Finally, this change can increase the interactions between geology and
computer science; this can further accelerate the virtuous cycle that
makes geology and computer science both contribute to each other's
progression, and is likely to lead to groundbreaking research.

Conclusion
----------

We have shown that geology, by the study of rocks, led to computers and
computer science. Furthermore, computer science is still today relying
heavily on knowledge acquired from geology, and it has also enabled
significant improvements in geology. Officially making computer science
a field of geology can contribute to the reputation and progression of
both fields, give a financial help to research institutions, and solve
issues in the computer industry.

We therefore encourage the scientific community at large to consider
making computer science a field of geology.
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light through a window

leaves peek out of tulip beds

wake up together

tits chorus above

an ice cream truck's tinny notes

laughing, children play

under endless grey

building and its reflection

incomplete repose

shadows on a ledge

long and early, night descends

wind searches for sleep
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/* the lambdas must flow */

int j;char *l="λ",*s=" ";main(){srand(time(0));struct{unsigned short r,c;}sz;
ioctl(0,21523,&sz);for(;;){for(j=0;j<sz.c;j++){int a=!(rand()%8);write(0,a?l:
s,a?2:1);}usleep(1<<18);}}
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Some Personal Photography

All of these were shot with a Fuji X-T20 and a 27mm 
pancake lense, on the 3/4 frame that's a 50mm 
equivalent.

That's my typical go everywhere do everything 
camera. When I'm not shooting with that I'm 
typically cranking through 35mm film on my Nikon FE 
(with yet another pancake 50mm) or my Chaika-II 
35mm 1/2 frame.
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Arrowhead

f7.2, 1/64, 200, F2/Fujichrome (Velvia)
This was shot at Acadia national park in Fall of 
2020 on a 5mi lake loop hike with my family.
 
It was as peaceful and serene as it looked. The 
colors in Fall are stunning, but this was a 
particular treat because it was one of the few 
activites we could do safely as a family during the 
pandemic.
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Senforma

f8, 1/250, 200, F2/Fujichrome (Velvia)
This one is off the Marginal Way in Oqunquit, Maine 
on a particularly foggy Father's day 2020.

The Marginal Way is a paved path, lots of foot 
traffic, and the area is really rather touristy, 
however despite that you can get directly off the 
path and trapse all over the rocky Maine shore. The 
fog in this picture has always given me a sense of 
formlessness, hence the name.
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Obliquus

f11, 1/500, 400, F1b/Studio (Astia)
I have a fondness for the ocean and the rocky 
coasts of Maine, and sharp odd angles that see 
extremely common place in modern architecture, but 
far less so in nature.
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Portland Head

f13, 1/500, 400, F1b/Studio (Astia)
Okay, maybe this one is a little bit touristy, but 
I like the way it came out. Portland Head gets 
photographed by everyone who comes to Maine. I 
actually think it's the most photographed 
lighthouse in the US.

Regardless, I happen to like my attempt at it. What 
can I say, I'm biased.
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No Symptoms? No Problems.

f2.8, 1/30, 6400, F2/Fujichrome (Velvia)
Out on Peak's Island in the Casco Bay there's an 
abandoned gun battery from WW2, it's been turned 
into this amazing urban art gallery.

I'm personally no fan of war, and think that it 
serves much better for political statements and 
street art than a historical site. The artists 
sentiments are well shared between my family and I.
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